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The paid parking zone in Moscow will almost double in size in December to include all
the streets between the Garden Ring and the Moscow Ring Road (MKAD). That makes good
sense: Introducing paid parking in the downtown is one of the most productive measures that
the Moscow government has introduced in recent years and is grounded not only in sound
economic theory but also international experience.

It is entirely possible that not only Muscovites in general but automobile owners in particular
stand to benefit from paid parking, but unfortunately, economically sound measures are not
always popular. If it were put to a vote, citizens would probably reject the idea of paid parking.

What are its economic consequences? In the past year since September 2013, Moscow City Hall
has collected almost 2 billion rubles ($42.7 million) in parking revenues. Of course, this is not
exactly a windfall or "new money" in the system because Muscovites themselves paid
the entire amount: What one party gains the other loses. So how is this beneficial?

First, paid parking has changed the composition of those who drive into and park in the
downtown. Previously, a high-paid employee of a company located in the center of town
spent more time looking for a place to park or else was forced to park illegally — distracting
him from work because he worried all day about getting a ticket or the authorities towing his



car away. The loss in his productivity exceeded the current cost of his parking fees.

And if someone drives in to attend a play or concert or eat at a restaurant, he or she can almost
always find a vacant parking space now. At the same time, if a shortage of parking spaces
develops, the authorities can simply raise the price to weed out the casual visitors from people
who have to be there.

Why has the introduction of paid parking freed up more parking spaces? Because for some
drivers, the actual "value" of parking in the center is lower than the fee now required.

Those people have either stopped driving in the downtown or else they come less frequently,
freeing up the roads and parking spaces for those who value those privileges enough to pay
the price.

Even people who try to get around the law by taping over their license plate numbers so
cameras cannot record their violation — thus saving 100 rubles each time — ultimately end
up paying into the system when they do get caught and pay the 2,000 ruble fine. In fact, even
those who now drive into the downtown much less now stand to benefit because when they do
drive in, the traffic is lighter and parking is easier to find than before.

Of course, Moscow's paid parking does have a number of drawbacks. The various price zones
are delineated very loosely and the so-called "time zones" even more so. Parking signs
sometimes stand in the wrong place or the parking rules are poorly displayed. Also, parking
violators abound and too often manage to evade responsibility.

However, the authorities have taken the first important step in the right direction. Let's hope
they continue.
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